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Submission content: The submission is ( in -confidence ) and (
Commercial-in-confidence ) The Sydney Green grid proposal is
FLAWED at a bio-diversity Level across the Northern District, and in
the Eastern District / South-West Distriact, and in the Sutherland Shire
area. After speaking to the Sutherland Environment Centre it is clear
that a " connected Greenway Is a future option to intergrate with the "
alternative transport Solution " to the F6 Freeway thru the Royal
National Park. This may include RAIL TRANSPORT OPTIONS + an
intergration of the GRENN GRID. In the Lane Cove to Royal National
Park area, the proposal is to have the " Green infrastrcuture " fund the
continuous bio-diversity Corridor Grade longitudinal corridor above the
existing Dulwich Hill to Iron Cove Light rail Corridor. With respect to the
Western Sydney Airport, I feel there is a need to have an alternative
VISION, that adresses the complaints about the Western Sydney
Airport being located in Western Sydney by Stephen Bali MP ( member
for Blacktown and Mayor of Blacktown and President of WSROC. This
means having a different AIRPORT SITE outside of the SYDNEY
BASIN, and a rationale reasoning for the RAIL CONNECTION to the
AIRPORT ( unlike the Avalon Airport in Melbourne ) . This basically
treats the issue at a LANDSCAPE SCALE, and STILL provides an
Airport in the regional area, but with a potential higher capacity than



possible in Western Sydney. This may the also assist in Housing
Affordability. as the Future Airport is more Decentralised.. ( the
distance from CBD could be equivalent to Canberra, but use a Fast
Train Journey to the Airport ??? So the GREEN GRID concept is in its
current form FULL OF MISSING PARTS and at State Govt level "
LACKING in Conceptual ability " but the clue is in Danial Benetsts story
of the Sydney Green Grid. . The stage 3 section of the West Connex is
assumed " NOT APPROVED FOR CONSTRUCTIONI " as the City of
Sydney Council is opposed to the West Connex as is the Inner West
Council group;
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I have been asked by “ Save the Valley “ community group to put in a submission to Greater Sydney 

Commission by Dec 15, 2017. I am a member of the Wolli Creek Preservation Society, but live 

outside the “ Valley area “ in another part of the Inner West. 

Its thru the broader Landscape Scale “ Sydney Green Grid “ and the Inner West Greenway that I 

initially became aware of the Wolli Creek Bushland Area. 

In finding the Inner West Greenway ( original design ) clearly lacking a credible bio-diversity Corridor 

standard Corridor, I researched the options available to create a more viable width Bio-diversity 

Corridor. This is assumed to be 10 meters wide to 30 meters wide, with 30 meters wide the more 

likely preference. However, this is to be a Regional Corridor thru Sydney, and the Lane Cove National 

Park may provide a more acceptable width ( being over 30 meters wide ) for most of its length, but 

lacking in connection to Kurringhai National Park, and  Berwora Valley National Park. 

So the idea of creating a “ Priority Precinct “ for the Wolli Creek Bushland area seems inappropriate 

Town Planning in detail. 

The additional Density is to be created  in a “ STANDARD FORMAT “ of 400 m and 800 m radius from 

the station. This then caters for a walking culture to the Rail Station. This seems to FAIL the “ Town 

Center” / Town Square “ design concept “ that may exist in “ older towns “ built may years ago in 

Regional Areas of Australia, or Europe.  The use of Electric Bicycles could create an easy access radius 

of over 1 km and possibly 3 km plus. If so, then the Height of the Towers can be reduced and the “ 

Density Uplift “ more spread- out. 

The Building “ Uplift Areas “ should not include the existing bushland, even if “ technically within the 

800 m radius “ format area “ . 

The TRAIN STATION at Bardwell Park, is separated by 500 m plus from the RMS ROADWAY based “ 

Village Shopping Strip “ with a Coles Supermarket located in the “ Back-Street “ behind the RMS 

Street Front Shopping Strip. 

 The modern Shopping Centre Complex ( Westfield Shopping Centres ) offer a “ SAFE SHOPPING 

EXPERIENCE “ with pedestrian Shopping streets, and off-street car-parking is further away in a 

Regional Town. 

But as the Train Station is not a new TRAIN LINE, the opposition to the density increase may have 

greater credibility. This is more relevant in this regional area, as the need TRAIN LINE to Airport now 

extends to Wolli Creek Station, and it now has an Apartment Suburb of 6 storey plus height 

buildings. 

In looking at the Opposition t the Sydenham to Bankstown “ URBAN Activation” concept I found a 

community in opposition to the proposed Demolition of the TRAIN LINE and replacement with an 

inferior Train Line Concept ( Dr Mahreen Farqui MLA has opposed the Train Line Demolition “ in 

NSW Parliament ) . 

So I developed an alternative “ Elevated Train Line “ concept route, using the St Peters to Liverpool 

route, from St Peters to Wolli Creek area, then west of Wolli Creek using the M5 West ( RMS 

Corridor )  between Wolli Creek and Liverpool. This creates a RAIL LINE that potentially competes 

with the M5 East RMS tunnel concept ( opposed by City of Sydney, who also oppose the LINK 

TUNNEL Concept between M5 and M4 Tunnel) 



This then creates “ options to re-distribute the “ Urban Uplift “, and reduce the Urban Density 

increase in the Sydenham to Bankstown area. The Option to increase the TOWN CENTRE of 

LIVERPOOL to the basic Density Volume of the “ NEXT GREAT CITY of Parramatta “ is one of the 

options, that SHIFTS the Density Increase outside of the Sydenham to Bankstown area. The other 

option is to create new “ STATION STOPS “  along the M5 West corridor ( as the Light Rail to Dulwich 

Hill has a number of “ Urban Density increase “ locations, including Waratah Mills ) . 

The M5 West From Wolli Creek to Liverpool is “ conceptually assessed “ as suitable for a GREEN 

ROOF of Native Vegetation over the RMS ROAD CORRIDOR. This is seeking a “ complying width “ bio-

diversity corridor, so uses the “ WHOLE WIDTH of the Motorway, instead of a narrower “ nature 

strip”  at the side of the RMS Roadway. 

From Liverpool / Georges River area, linking to Royal National Park is envisioned thru bushland. 

Linking between Liverpool and Western Sydney Parkland, may require “ constructing Corridor 

Solutions “  if existing “ Biodiversity Corridor “ solutions are inadequate. 

SYDNEY GREEN GRID – with functional Bio-diversity Corridor 

Referring to Daniel Bennett’s story of the Sydney Green Grid it is clear that the “ revised Sydney 

Green Grid “ needs adequate “ Green Infrastructure “ funding, and the cost per kilometre may be 

higher than the Maintainance Costs in the Lane Cove National Park area. 

So the “ Wolli Creek Valley ( Bardwell + Turrella area ) “ Priority Precinct “ conceptually needs to 

have a “ Value Capture “  for the “ missing Green Infrastructure “ , as does the Sydenham to 

Bankstown “ Urban Activation Zone “ . If the “ ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT SOLUTION “ is used in 

preference to the SYDNEY METRO PROPOSAL to extend the non-traditional TRAIN LINE to 

Bankstown, then the proposal to increase the population by 80% can generate the FUNDS, currently 

missing to fund the “ Green Roof “ over the Inner West Light Rail Corridor to Dulwich Hill, and thru 

Marrickville Golf Course, and Cooks River to Wolli Creek, and then the Green Roof over the M5.  

 

Additional Notes :: 

The Sydenham to Bankstown line is proposed to be retained, as (   Dr  Mahreen  Farqui suggests) and 

instead the Elevated TRAIN LINE solution is proposed for the St Peters to Liverpool route. There is 

extra cost for the “ frame to support the Train “  but the advantage is 30,000 extra capacity in the 

RAIL NETWORK. 

Plus the “ advantage of extra GREEN SPACE “ in an regional parts of Sydney that lack bushland 

habitat areas, connected together. 
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